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Introduction Over the last few years there has been a recognition of the utility of satellite measurements to identify and track volcanic
emissions that present a natural hazard to human populations. Mitigation of the volcanic hazard to life and the environment requires under-
standing of the properties of volcanic emissions, identifying the hazard in near real-time and being able to provide timely and accurate forecasts
to affected areas. Amongst the many ways to measure volcanic emissions, satellite remote sensing is capable of providing global quantitative
retrievals of important microphysical parameters such as ash mass loading, ash particle effective radius, infrared optical depth, SO2 partial and
total column abundance, plume altitude, aerosol optical depth and aerosol absorbing index.

VAST data-base The eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in April May, 2010 led to increased research and measurement programs to bet-
ter characterize properties of volcanic ash and the need to establish a data-base in which to store and access these data was confirmed. The
European Space Agency (ESA) has recognized the importance of having a quality controlled data-base of satellite retrievals and has funded an
activity called Volcanic Ash Strategic Initiative Team VAST (vast.nilu.no) to develop novel remote sensing retrieval schemes and a data-base,
initially focused on several recent hazardous volcanic eruptions. In addtion, the data-base will host satellite and validation data sets provided
from the ESA projects Support to Aviation Control Service SACS (sacs.aeronomie.be) and Study on an end-to-end system for volcanic ash plume
monitoring and prediction SMASH. The VAST website and the data-base search interface is shown below.

Sattelite retrieval The data-base will contain satellite retrievals for the eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull, Grı́msvötn, Puyhue-Cordon
Caulle, Nabro, Merapi, Okmok, Kasatochi and Sarychev Peak. New retrievals and methods are being developed. As an example we show the
new Cloud Identication (CID) scheme for SEVIRI ash detection (Prata, 2013). This is displayed in NRT for selected regions, see fred.nilu.no/sat.
In addtion, we show an example for the SEVIRI ash retrieval for the Grı́msvötn eruption in Iceland in May 2001.

see Prata, A.J., Detecting and Retrieving Volcanic Ash from SEVIRI Measurements. ATBD, ESA-VAST document, NILU, 55 pp., May 2013

Model data Dispersion model simulations are also being included in the data-base. Several atmospheric dispersion models (FLEXPART,
SILAM and WRF-Chem) are used in VAST to simulate the dispersion of volcanic ash and SO2 emitted during an eruption. Source terms and
dispersion model results will be given. Model data for the Grı́msvötn eruption are shown below(courtesy from N. Kristiansen, NILU).

Ground-based and other data-sets In time, data from conventional in situ sampling instruments, airborne and ground-
based remote sensing platforms and other meta-data (bulk ash and gas properties, volcanic setting, volcanic eruption chronologies, potential
impacts etc.) will be added. Here we show an example of ground-based UV camera observations of SO2 fluxes at Mt. Etna. Gas flux measure-
ments can be a means to diagnose future unrest.

Validation results and knowledge base Shown below are validation results for SEVIRI ash concentrations (courtesy
from J. Bialek, NUIG) and an excerpt of an extensive bibliography.

Conclusion The data-base has the potential to provide the natural hazards community with a dynamic atmospheric volcanic hazards
map and will be a valuable tool particularly for aviation.NH23C-1544 - NILU PP 17/2013


